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Weather From a Young Perspective 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

 
 Walking into a kindergarten classroom is always an adventure. Between bursts of colors 
and textures there are lively young students eager to share unique perspectives about most 
anything. Mrs. Encinias’ kindergarten class at Highland Elementary is no different. 
 Upon entering her classroom I first spotted a “tiki” reading hut complete with faux palm 
fronds and associated trappings. Nearby was a large three-dimensional palm tree made from 
crushed brown and green paper. Colorful posters and classroom decorations filled the room.  
 Sitting down to visit with kindergarten teacher, Amanda Encinias, this enthusiastic 
teacher shared recent news about goings-on in her classroom. The recent event that took place 
in her classroom also included the other two kindergarten classes, those of Sherry Byrd and 
Jennifer Barberree.  
 “Our thematic unit was about changes in the weather. At Highland we have a guest 
speaker for each of the units we teach, and I decided to contact Steve Kersh for weather.” Steve 
Kersh is the Chief Meteorologist for Amarillo’s KVII television station. “I found him online, and 
contacted him. He said he would be happy to come talk to us,” Encinias continued, surprised. 
Who better to talk about the weather? 
 Guest speaker Kersh brought along host of hands-on materials to share with students, 
for example, an old weather balloon with the original device attached that measures various 
weather elements. Now, students learned, the “device” is a microchip connected to a large 
balloon that would more or less fill a classroom. Kersh brought rain gauges, a tube-shaped 
device that made a sound like thunder, and other materials as well, one of which demonstrated 
how tornados work. 
 New Mexico is known for its often rapidly changing weather, and our students have all 
been exposed to weather drills. This can be frightening for younger students. As the 
kindergartners listened to Kersh, enthralled, they were relieved to learn that every time we have 
rain clouds, it does not mean we will have a tornado. He showed students how they could make 
a tornado-generating apparatus using two plastic liter-bottles, attached top-to-top.  

Students had the opportunity to examine satellite photographs that showed the earth, 
and Kersh gave each of the students a weather map to take home. Kersh also shared an old 
pop-up picture book all about the weather, a resource that encouraged him to go into 
meteorology.  

When I asked some of the students what they’d liked best about their guest speaker 
event, they all chimed in enthusiastically, sharing facts they’d learned. Encinias also mentioned 
how excited the students were to learn that Kersh was on TV, and a good many now seem to be 
tuning into the weather at home. 
 What a great way to bring learning to life. Students are unlikely to forget the things they 
learned about the weather that day. Physics Professor Victor Weisskopf expressed it well: 
“People cannot learn by having information pressed into their brains…first, one must create a 
state of mind that craves knowledge, interest, and wonder. Your can teach only by creating an 
urge to know.” 
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